bandiere geometrici: Flags unite and flags divide. A flag itself is a symbol, and some
flags carry other symbols, such as stars, the moon, the cross, etc. What all flags have in
common is the use of colors. Flags have transformed colors into symbols. Flags as symbols of origin, give to the relevant colors a similar function. If T-Shirts were in need of a
flag, this would have to contain the colors of all the flags of their origin. The beginning
and the end is dedicated to the generator, all the in between belongs to the process of
making.

made in italy: Purity of the origin is a fraud. Multiple resultants of knowledge mingle and collide
for the creation of the New. Identity is a matter of randomness in terms of time and place. All the
authority of the creation goes to the one who generates the project. Nevertheless, one cannot
ignore the production. One cannot ignore the procedure. In order that the message is fully transmitted, we chose the archetypical white t-shirt. A global item, not only as a commodity, but also
as fabrication. Not written, but embossed, the message becomes one with the t-shirt, declaring
its indisputable contemporary truth.
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anima-islands: What characterizes patterns of Nature is randomness. No matter how homogenous, symmetrical or well organized they seem, there is always a sense of inconsistency in
them. From sectional tree lines to ant colonies, one can observe in randomness a perfect structure. The spots of a wild animal become an imaginary island complex, consisted of the islands
of the World, more specifically of the world of the T-Shirt, from where it has obtained its origin.

teatro della memoria: The renaissance concept of the “Garden” as an analogy of the lost paradise. Artificial but natural, created on the human scale, the Garden is the ideal refuge and stage
of action, an outdoors interior, created to define and not to confine. The contemporary Garden
includes elements and images of the World that provoke instants of a universal memory. Altogether, it is an analogy of the World, the unique place of human existence. Above us, only sky.

in / [ɪn]

adjective, proposition, adverb

Italy / [ˈɪtəli]

geographical name

1. to create or produce something by working

1. used for showing where someone or something is

1. peninsula 760 miles (1223 kilometers) long in southern Europe projecting into the Mediterra-

2. to cause something to be formed by breaking, cutting, or tearing an object or by pushing one object into or through another

2. used for describing a particular state, situation, or relationship

nean between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas

3. to cause someone or something to be in a particular state or to change to another state

3. used for saying what someone is wearing

2. country comprising the peninsula of Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, and numerous other islands; a

4. to arrange or organize something

4. used for talking about the way something is done

republic since 1946, formerly a kingdom; capital Rome area 116,313 square miles (302,251

5. to earn or get money

5. used for describing ways of writing, drawing, or painting

square kilometers), population 59,433,744

6. to cause something to be successful

6. used for saying what group someone or something is part of

7. to have the right qualities for a particular job, purpose etc

7. used for saying what colour decorations, clothes etc are

8. to succeed in achieving something by reaching the necessary level or standard

8. given or sent to someone or received by someone
9. used for saying that something is available in a shop
10. something that is in, is fashionable

